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all students while laying the foundation for life-long learning.
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When Governor Holcomb called for
schools to fire up their 3-D printers, C4
listened. 300 face shields were recently
donated to Columbus Regional Hospital,
created from the available resources.

Tyler Kupferer is a familiar name to students in Robin Cain’s 3-D Animation
and Visualization class. Tyler (pictured left) participated in one of C4’s first
Animation classes. This week Tyler joined Mr. Cain and his students to share his
journey from C4 to Pixar.
While at Columbus North, Tyler remembers filling his schedule with AP math and
science classes, planning to follow in his parents’ footsteps of engineering. An
open spot in his schedule his senior year allowed him to take a class that
interested him - a class that ended up setting the stage for his career.
Tyler graduated from CNHS in 2004. He majored in Computer Graphics at
Purdue, went on to earn a Master’s in Animation, and began working for Disney in
2012. Tyler has worked on many familiar Pixar films such as Frozen, Moana, Big
Hero Six, and Frozen II. Tyler’s job is visual storytelling. Tyler shared with the class
how he takes the sketch from a storyboard and puts it in 3-D form.
Tyler encouraged Mr. Cain’s current animation students to follow their dreams,
sharing that when you love what you do, it doesn’t feel like a job.

North sophomore Evan Carr applied skills
he learned in his C4 Cybersecurity class to
create an entry for the 4-H World Changers
Hackathon. The Hackathon is designed for
youth who want to use technology to make
the world a better place.
(https://4-hworldchangers.hackathon.com/)
Thank you Evan, for reminding us to stay
healthy and connected in this unusual time!

